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Abstract
A pair of symmetric dual nonlinear fractional programming problems is presented
and duality theorems are established under pseudoinvexity–pseudoincavity (and invexity–
incavity, respectively) type assumptions on the kernel function. Special cases are partic-
ularly discussed to show that this paper extends some work appeared in this area.  2002
Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Following the earlier works of Dorn [1], Cottle [2] and Dontzing et al. [3]
on symmetric duality, many researchers attempted to generalize the formulation
and weaken the convexity–concavity hypothesis required on the kernel function
f (x, y). Mond and Weir [4] weakened the convexity–concavity hypothesis for
f (x, y) to pseudoconvexity–pseudoconcavity and Chandra et al. [5] discussed
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symmetric duality in fractional programming. In a recent paper, Mond and
Schechter [6] studied nondifferentiable symmetric duality in which the objective
function contains a support function. In this paper, we formulate a pair of a
nondifferentiable fractional programming problem and prove duality theorems
under generalized invexity assumptions. These results include, as special case,
recent duality results for fractional programs and nondifferentiable programs
given by Chandra et al. [5,7], Chandra and Kumar [8], and Mond and Schechter
[6], respectively.
2. Preliminaries
If F is a twice differentiable function from Rn × Rm to R, then ∇xF and
∇yF denote gradient (column) vectors of F with respect to x and y , respectively,
and ∇yyF and ∇yxF denote, respectively, the (m×m) and (n×m) matrices of
second-order partial derivatives.
If F is a twice differentiable function from Rn × Rm to Rk , then ∇xF and
∇yF denote, respectively, the (n× k) and (m× k) matrices of first-order partial
derivatives.
Let C be a compact convex set in Rn. The support function of C is defined by
s(x|C)=max{xT y, y ∈ C}.
Let D be a nonempty convex set in Rn, and let f :D→R be convex. Then z
is called a subgradient of f at x¯ ∈D if
f (x) f (x¯)+ zT (x − x¯) for all x ∈D.
A support function, being convex and everywhere finite, has a subdifferential;
that is, there exists a z such that s(y|C) s(x|C)+ zT (y − x) for all x ∈ C. The
set of all the subdifferential of s(x|C) is given by
∂s(x|C)= {z ∈ C such that zT x = s(x|C)}.
For a set S, the normal cone to S at a point x ∈ S is defined by
NS(x)=
{
y such that yT (z− x) 0 for all z ∈ S}.
When C is a compact convex set, y is in NC(x) if and only if s(y|C)= xT y; i.e.,
x is a subdifferential of s at y .
Definition 2.1. Let η :C ×C→R.
(a) A differentiable function φ defined on set C ⊂ Rn is said to be invex with
respect to η at x¯ ∈C if φ(x)− φ(x¯) η(x, x¯)T∇φ(x¯) for all x ∈C.
If −φ is invex with respect to η at x¯ ∈ C, then φ is said to be incave with
respect to η at x¯ ∈C.
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(b) A differentiable function φ defined on set C ⊂Rn is said to be pseudoinvex
with respect to η at x¯ ∈ C if
η(x, x¯)T∇φ(x¯) 0 implies φ(x) φ(x¯) for all x ∈C.
If −φ is pseudoinvex with respect to η at x¯ ∈ C, then φ is said to be
pseudoincave with respect to η at x¯ ∈ C.
Definition 2.2. A convex set C of Rn is called a convex cone if for each x ∈ C
and λ 0, λx ∈ C.
C∗ = {z ∈Rn: xT z 0 for all x ∈ C} is called the polar of the cone C.
3. Symmetric duality
Consider the following pair of symmetric dual problems.
Primal (FP)
Minimize
f (x, y)+ s(x|C)− yT z
g(x, y)− s(x|E)+ yT r
subject to:
(∇yf (x, y)− z
)(
g(x, y)− s(x|E)+ yT r)
− (f (x, y)+ s(x|C)− yT z)(∇yg(x, y)+ r
) ∈Q∗, (1)
yT
(∇yf (x, y)− z
)(
g(x, y)− s(x|E)+ yT r)
− (f (x, y)+ s(x|C)− yT z)(∇yg(x, y)+ r
)
 0, (2)
z ∈D, r ∈ F, (3)
x ∈ P. (4)
Dual (FD)
Maximize
f (u, v)− s(v|D)+ uT w




g(u, v)+ s(v|F)− uT t)
+ (f (u, v)− s(v|D)+ uT w)(∇ug(u, v)− t




g(u, v)+ s(v|F)− uT t)
− (f (u, v)− s(v|D)+ uT w)(∇ug(u, v)− t
)
 0, (6)
w ∈ C, t ∈E, (7)
v ∈Q, (8)
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where f and g are twice differentiable functions fromRn×Rm to R. C and E are
compact convex sets in Rn, and D and F are compact convex sets in Rm. P , Q
are two closed convex cones with nonempty interiors in Rn and Rm, respectively.
It is assumed through that in the feasible regions the denominator of the objective
function is nonnegative and the numerator is positive.
Now we give weak, strong and converse duality theorems for (FP) and (FD).
Theorem 3.1 (Weak duality). Let (x, y, z, r) be feasible to (FP) and let
(u, v,w, t) be feasible to (FD). Let (f (·, v)+ (·)T w)(g(u, v)+ s(v|F)− uT t)−
(f (u, v) − s(v|D) + uT w)(g(·, v) − (·)T t) be pseudoinvex with respect to η1
at u and (f (x, ·) − (·)T z)(g(x, y) − s(x|E) + yT r) − (f (x, y) + s(x|C) −
yT z)(g(x, ·)+ (·)T r) be pseudoincave with respect to η2 at y . If η1(x,u)+u ∈ P
and η2(v, y)+ y ∈Q, then
f (x, y)+ s(x|C)− yT z
g(x, y)− s(x|E)+ yT r 
f (u, v)− s(v|D)+ uT w
g(u, v)+ s(v|F)− uT t .





g(u, v)+ s(v|F)− uT t)
− (f (u, v)− s(v|D)+ uT w)(∇ug(u, v)− t
)
 0.
Since (f (·, v) + (·)T w)(g(u, v) + s(v|F) − uT t) − (f (u, v) − s(v|D) + uT w)
(g(·, v)− (·)T t) is pseudoinvex with respect to η1, it follows that
(
f (x, v)+ xT w)(g(u, v)+ s(v|F)− uT t)
− (f (u, v)− s(v|D)+ uT w)(g(x, v)+ s(v|F)− xT t)

(
f (u, v)+ uT w)(g(u, v)+ s(v|F)− uT t)
− (f (u, v)− s(v|D)+ uT w)(g(u, v)+ s(v|F)− uT t).
That is,
(
f (x, v)+ xT w− s(v|D))(g(u, v)+ s(v|F)− uT t)
− (f (u, v)− s(v|D)+ uT w)(g(x, v)+ s(v|F)− xT t) 0. (9)
Since xT w s(x|C), w ∈C, by (7) and (9), we have
(
f (x, v)+ s(x|C)− s(v|D))(g(u, v)+ s(v|F)− uT t)
− (f (u, v)− s(v|D)+ uT w)(g(x, v)+ s(v|F)− xT t) 0. (10)
From xT t  s(x|E), t ∈E, vT r  s(v|F), r ∈ F , f (u, v)− s(v|D)+ uT w  0,
and g(u, v)+ s(v|F)− uT t > 0, by (10), we obtain
f (x, v)+ s(x|C)− s(v|D)
g(x, v)− s(x|E)+ vT r 
f (u, v)− s(v|D)+ uT w
g(u, v)+ s(v|F)− uT t . (11)
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By (1), (2) and η2(v, y)+ y ∈Q, we have
η2(v, y)
T
(∇yf (x, y)− z
)(
g(x, y)− s(x|E)+ yT r)
− (f (x, y)+ s(x|C)− yT z)(∇yg(x, y)+ r
)
 0.
From the pseudoincavity of (f (x, ·) − (·)T z)(g(x, y) − s(x|E) + yT r) −
(f (x, y)+ s(x|C)− yT z)(g(x, ·)+ (·)T r) with respect to η2, we obtain
(
f (x, v)− vT z)(g(x, y)− s(x|E)+ yT r)
− (f (x, y)+ s(x|C)− yT z)(g(x, v)− s(x|E)+ vT r)

(
f (x, y)− yT z)(g(x, y)− s(x|E)+ yT r)
− (f (x, y)+ s(x|C)− yT z)(g(x, y)− s(x|E)+ yT r).
That is,
(
f (x, v)+ s(x|C)− vT z)(g(x, y)− s(x|E)+ yT r)
− (f (x, y)+ s(x|C)− yT z)(g(x, v)− s(x|E)+ vT r) 0. (12)
Since vT z s(v|D), z ∈D, and by (12), we get
f (x, v)+ s(x|C)− s(v|D
g(x, v)− s(x|E)+ vT r 
f (x, y)+ s(x|C)− yT z
g(x, y)− s(x|E)+ yT r . (13)
Combining (11) and (13), we have
f (u, v)− s(v|D)+ uT w
g(u, v)+ s(v|F)− uT t 
f (x, y)+ s(x|C)− yT z
g(x, y)− s(x|E)+ yT r . ✷
Because the pseudoinvexity and pseudoincavity imply the invexity and
incavity, respectively, with a similar proof, we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2 (Weak duality). Let (x, y, z, r) be feasible to (FP) and (u, v,w, t)
be feasible to (FD). Let (f (·, v)+ (·)T w)(g(u, v)+ s(v|F)− uT t)− (f (u, v)−
s(v|D)+ uT w)(g(·, v)− (·)T t) and f (x, ·)− (·)T z)(g(x, y)− s(x|E)+ yT r)−
(f (x, y)+ s(x|C)− yT z)(g(x, ·)+ (·)T r) be, respectively, invex with respect to
η1 for fixed v and incave with respect to η2 for fixed x . If η1(x,u)+ u ∈ P and
η2(v, y)+ y ∈Q, then
f (x, y)+ s(x|C)− yT z
g(x, y)− s(x|E)+ yT r 
f (u, v)− s(v|D)+ uT w
g(u, v)+ s(v|F)− uT t .
Theorem 3.3 (Strong duality). Let (x¯, y¯, z¯, r¯) be a solution to (FP). Suppose that
all the conditions in Theorem 3.1 are fulfilled. Furthermore, assume that
(I) ∇yyf (x¯, y¯)(g(x¯, y¯)− s(x¯|E)+ y¯T r¯)− (f (x¯, y¯)+ s(x¯|C)− y¯T z¯)∇yyg(x¯, y¯)
is positive or negative definite;
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(II) (∇yf (x¯, y¯)− z¯)(g(x¯, y¯)− s(x¯|E)+ y¯T r¯)− (f (x¯, y¯)+ s(x¯|C)− y¯T z¯)(∇yg
(x¯, y¯)+ r¯) = 0. Then there exist w¯ ∈ Rn, t¯ ∈ Rm, such that (x¯, y¯, w¯, t¯ ) is a
solution of (FD).
Proof. Since (x¯, y¯, z¯, r¯) is a solution of (FP), then there exists α ∈ R, β ∈ Rk ,
η ∈R, t ∈Rm, and w ∈Rn such that the following Fritz John optimality condition
is satisfied at (x¯, y¯, z¯, r¯):
α
[(∇xf (x¯, y¯)+ w¯
)(
g(x¯, y¯)− s(x¯|E)+ y¯T r¯)
− (f (x¯, y¯)+ s(x¯|C)− y¯T z¯)(∇xg(x¯, y¯)− t¯
)]
+ (β − ηy¯)T [∇yxf (x¯, y¯)
(
g(x¯, y¯)− s(x¯|E)+ y¯T r¯)
− (∇yf (x¯, y¯)− z¯
)(∇xg(x¯, y¯)− t¯
)
− (∇xf (x¯, y¯)+ w¯
)(∇yg(x¯, y¯)+ r¯
)
− (f (x¯, y¯)+ s(x¯|C)− y¯T z¯)∇yxg(x¯, y¯)
]T
(x − x¯) 0
for all x ∈ P, (14)
t¯ ∈E, w¯ ∈ C, (15)
x¯T t¯ = s(x¯|E), x¯T w¯ = s(x¯|C), (16)
(α − η)[(∇yf (x¯, y¯)− z¯
)(
g(x¯, y¯)− s(x¯|E)+ y¯T r¯)
− (f (x¯, y¯)+ s(x¯|C)− y¯T z¯)(∇yg(x¯, y¯)+ r¯
)]
+ (β − ηy¯)T [∇yyf (x¯, y¯)
(
g(x¯, y¯)− s(x¯|E)+ y¯T r¯)
− (f (x¯, y¯)+ s(x¯|C)− y¯T z¯)∇yyg(x¯, y¯)
]= 0, (17)
αy¯ + (β − ηy¯) ∈ND(z), (18)
−αy¯(f (x¯, y¯)+ s(x¯|C)− y¯T z¯)
+ (β − ηy¯)[y¯T (∇yf (x¯, y¯)− z¯
)− f (x¯, y¯)
+ s(x¯|C)− y¯T z¯] ∈NF (r), (19)
βT
[(∇yf (x¯, y¯)− z¯
)(
g(x¯, y¯)− (x¯|E)+ y¯T r¯)
− (f (x¯, y¯)+ s(x¯|C)− y¯T z¯)(∇yg(x¯, y¯)+ r¯
)]= 0, (20)
ηy¯T
[(∇yf (x¯, y¯)− z¯
)(
g(x¯, y¯)− (x¯|E)+ y¯T r¯)
− (f (x¯, y¯)+ s(x¯|C)− y¯T z¯)(∇yg(x¯, y¯)+ r¯
)]= 0, (21)
(α,β,η) 0, (22)
(α,β,η) = 0. (23)
From (20) and (21), we have
(β − ηy¯)T [(∇yf (x¯, y¯)− z¯
)(
g(x¯, y¯)− s(x¯|E)+ y¯T r¯)
− (f (x¯, y¯)+ s(x¯|C)− y¯T z¯)(∇yg(x¯, y¯)+ r¯
)]= 0. (24)
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Multiplying (17) by (β − ηy¯)T from left, and by (24), we have
(β − ηy¯)T [∇yyf (x¯, y¯)
(
g(x¯, y¯)− s(x¯|E)+ y¯T r¯)
− (f (x¯, y¯)+ s(x¯|C)− y¯T z¯)∇yyg(x¯, y¯)
]
(β − ηy¯)= 0. (25)
By assumption (I), (25) implies that
β = ηy¯. (26)
From (17) and (26), we have
(α− η)[(∇yf (x¯, y¯)− z¯
)(
g(x¯, y¯)− s(x¯|E)+ y¯T r¯)
− (f (x¯, y¯)+ s(x¯|C)− y¯T z¯)(∇yg(x¯, y¯)+ r¯
)]= 0. (27)
According to assumption (II), (27) implies
α = η. (28)
If α = 0, then η = 0. From (26), β = 0. Thus, (α,β,η) = 0 contradicting
the condition (23). Hence, α > 0. From (28), we have that η > 0. By (14), (26)
and (28) as well as α > 0, we get
[(∇xf (x¯, y¯)+ w¯
)(
g(x¯, y¯)− s(x¯|E)+ y¯T r¯)
− (f (x¯, y¯)+ s(x¯|C)− y¯T z¯)(∇xg(x¯, y¯)− t¯
)]
(x − x¯) 0
for all x ∈ P. (29)
Since x ∈ P implies that x + x¯ ∈ P , (29) yields that
xT
[(∇xf (x¯, y¯)+ w¯
)(
g(x¯, y¯)− s(x¯|E)+ y¯T r¯)
− (f (x¯, y¯)+ s(x¯|C)− y¯T z¯)(∇xg(x¯, y¯)− t¯
)]
 0 for all x ∈ P.
That is,
−(∇xf (x¯, y¯)+ w¯
)(
g(x¯, y¯)− s(x¯|E)+ y¯T r¯)
+ (f (x¯, y¯)+ s(x¯|C)− y¯T z¯)(∇xg(x¯, y¯)− t¯
) ∈ P ∗.
By letting x = 0 and x = 2x¯ in the inequality (29), simultaneously, we get
x¯T
[(∇xf (x¯, y¯)+ w¯
)(
g(x¯, y¯)− s(x¯|E)+ y¯T r¯)
− (f (x¯, y¯)+ s(x¯|C)− y¯T z¯)(∇xg(x¯, y¯)− t¯
)]= 0. (30)
By (26), (22) and η > 0, we have that
y¯ = β/η  0. (31)
From (15), (29), (30) and (31), (x¯, y¯, w¯, t¯ ) is feasible for (FD).
From (18), (19) and (26), we obtain
y¯T z¯= s(y¯|D), y¯T r¯ = s(y¯|F). (32)
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By (16) and (32), we get
f (x¯, y¯)+ s(x¯|C)− y¯T z¯
g(x¯, y¯)− s(x¯|E)+ y¯T r =
f (x¯, y¯)− s(y¯|D)+ x¯T w¯
g(x¯, y¯)+ s(y¯|F)− x¯T t¯ .
Thus, (x¯, y¯, w¯, t¯ ) is feasible to (FD) and the objective values of (FP) and (FD)
are equal. Finally, from the weak duality in Theorem 3.1, we know that (x¯, y¯, w¯, t¯ )
is solution to (FD). This completes the proof. ✷
With a similar proof, we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4 (Strong duality). Let (x¯, y¯, z¯, r¯) be a solution to (FP). Suppose
that all the conditions in Theorem 3.2 are fulfilled. Assume that (I) and (II) of
Theorem 3.3 are satisfied. Then there exist w¯ ∈Rn, t¯ ∈Rm, such that (x¯, y¯, w¯, t¯ )
is a solution of (FD).
We also have the converse duality theorems because of the symmetric of the
problem. The converse duality theorems are stated below and their proof would
be analogous to that of Theorem 3.3.
Theorem 3.5 (Converse duality). Let (u¯, v¯, w¯, t¯) be a solution to (FD). Suppose
that all the conditions in Theorem 3.1 are fulfilled. Furthermore, assume that
(I) ∇uuf (u¯, v¯)(g(u¯, v¯)− s(u¯|E)+ v¯T t¯ )− (f (u¯, v¯)+ s(u¯|C)− v¯T w¯)∇uug(u¯, v¯)
is positive or negative definite;
(II) (∇vf (u¯, v¯)− w¯)(g(u¯, v¯)− s(u¯|E)+ v¯T t¯)− (f (u¯, v¯)+ s(u¯|C)− v¯T w¯)(∇ug
(u¯, v¯)+ t¯ ) = 0. Then there exist z¯ ∈ Rn, r¯ ∈ Rm, such that (u¯, v¯, z¯, r¯) is a
solution of (FP).
Theorem 3.6 (Converse duality). Let (u¯, v¯, w¯, t¯) be a solution to (FD). Suppose
that all the conditions in Theorem 3.2 are fulfilled. Assume that (I) and (II) of
Theorem 3.3 are satisfied. Then there exist z¯ ∈ Rn, r¯ ∈ Rm, such that (u¯, v¯, z¯, r¯)
is a solution of (FP).
4. Some special cases
If A is a positive semidefinite matrix, it can be easily verified that (xT Ax)1/2 =
s(x|C), where C = {Ay, yT Ay  1}, and that this set C is compact convex.
(i) If in (FP) and (FD), P = Rn+, Q = Rm+, g ≡ 1 and C =D = E = F = {0},
we obtain symmetric dual problems studied in Chandra et al. [5].
(ii) If in the feasible regions g ≡ 1, E = F = {0}, (xT Bx)1/2 = s(x|C), where
C = {By, yT By  1}, (xT Ax)1/2 = s(x|D), where D = {Ay, yT Ay  1},
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P = Rn+, Q=Rm+, then programs (FP) and (FD) become a pair of symmetric
dual nondifferentiable programs considered in Chandra et al. [7].
(iii) If in (FP) and (FD), P = Rn+, Q= Rm+, g ≡ 1 and E = F = {0}, we obtain
symmetric dual problems studied in Mond and Schechter [6].
(iv) If in (FP) and (FD), g ≡ 1 and C =D =E = F = {0}, we obtain symmetric
dual problems studied in Chandra and Kumar [8].
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